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DOT’s Holiday Gift
For Prospect Park
TakeAction!
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This year, quite unexpectedly, Look
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and find their contact
the Mitigation Plan brought a information at: nyccouncil.
Much like the mysterious “holiday” traffic near the park, the
very special present home to info/constituent
Prospect Park users: no “holiday DOT
evening commute traffic volCommissioner Iris Weinshall
umes are extremely variable and
hours.” For this great gift, we all NYC DOT
Worth Street
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far lower than in the morning.
New York, NY 10007
the DOT.
An evening closure of the loop

Prospect Park in Brooklyn remained closed
to motor vehicles during the day this winter,
as the DOT put an end to so-called “Holiday
Hours” in the park.

road would have little to no negative effect on
traffic in surrounding neighborhoods while
greatly improving the quality of life for surrounding communities.
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Close It for Science’s Sake
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Weinshall and the DOT make
here is no shortage of
reasons why the Central
only one point crystal clear: the
Park loop drive ought to be
city needs a three-month trial
closure of the Central Park loop
closed to automobile traffic: safety, serenity, history, symdrive to study the area’s traffic
bolism-these are the most obvious.
patterns in a sensible manner.
Three months will give trafA recent Department of Transportation letter shows one less frefic patterns time to normalquently mentioned: sound science.
ize; drivers time to acclimate
In a response to dozens of groups
and park visitors ninety days of
and thousands of individuals who
uninterrupted joy.
requested a three-month trial cloOn Sunday March 26th at
Drivers will learn to
sure of the Central Park loop drive
noon,
Transportation Alternatives
take a different path
will rally at City Hall.
to automotive traffic, DOT Comor perhaps a different
missioner Iris Weinshall found it
For science’s sake, tell New
mode if Central Park’s
York
that Central Park needs
reasonable to reference a fifteen
loop drive is closed.
year-old traffic study. This antithree-months without cars. Take
quated study predicts, among many
action: RSVP for the Rally for a 3other fallacies, traffic nightmares upon the
The letter provides examples that rhe- Month Trial Closure at City Hall transalt.org/
❑
closing of several Central Park entrances and torically run, but factually limp. In the end rsvp/centralpark/.
exits that have been shut now for over a decade
with no problem. Her response also employed “The Department of Transportation has examined this idea at
car counts taken during “The Gates,” an event length and our studies indicate that closing the Central Park
that brought at least 4,000,000 visitors to the
Park, to discuss increases in vehicle volumes Loop completely (for any period of time) would adversely affect
while ignoring the fact that travel time around congestion and pollution levels throughout Manhattan.”
the Park decreased during “The Gates,” in
dot’s form response to written requests for closure of
central park’s loop drive
spite of the volume increase.
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